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OUR MISSION

Startup Virginia connects
the startup community with
exceptional mentors and
extensive programs in a
dynamic workspace to create
businesses that dramatically
shape the economic
landscape of Virginia.
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Startup Virginia

About Us

Who We Are
At Startup Virginia, we champion passionate entrepreneurs
who are turning today’s potential into tomorrow’s progress.
Startup Virginia (SVA) is a nonprofit, high-growth
business incubator dedicated to advancing
businesses that build a long-term, sustainable
economy for Virginia. Our community includes
78 startups, 200+ mentors, 21 corporate partners,
and a regional investors network. SVA also
provides free entrepreneurial guidance and
education that is open to all.

OUR GOALS

SVA HISTORY

78

2019

» Help startups grow faster and smarter
than they would on their own.
22

» Anchor Richmond’s identity as a startup
hub, and enhance Virginia’s position as a
high-growth startup destination.

0

2016

» Solidify our business operations,
strengthen our sustainability, and increase
our capacity to serve members.

2017

2018
SVA moves into
1717 Innovation Center

Capital One purchases
building from SVA

SVA founded
# OF MEMBER STARTUPS

Financial Model

Cover and pg. 3 photos: RebelleCon; RTD; SVA staff; VCU

SVA is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit with an annual operating budget of $728,933 for FY2020.

71%

43%

57%

Program Expenses

Revenue

The Gap

Operating costs spent on
programming

Earned income through
membership fees

$412,778 is needed to
sustain programming
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2019
Impact
Report

78 218 21 300+

Member
Companies

Mentors

Corporate
Partners

Investors

(CVA Angels)

MEMBER COMPANIES

"Has Startup Virginia helped you grow faster
and smarter than you would have on your own?”

Company Type

98%

 Consumer Product (15)

36

 EdTech (9)

SaaS

 Service (9)

(Software as
a Service)

 Consumer App (8)

93% satisfied with the space
91% satisfied with the programs
88% satisfied with the mentors

 Health/MedTech (6)
 FinTech (4)
 GreenTech (3)

46% 28%

average monthly
member satisfaction score

of member companies are led by
a minority, female, and/or veteran

minority-led

27%

female-led

10%

veteran-led

PROGRAMS

116
308

total number of Entrepreneur
Certificate Course participants

43%

50%

females

minorities

2,351

total
attendees

2,863
239

total number
of mentor hours

avg # mentor
hours per month

report
78% members
meeting with mentors
report 12+ hours
23% members
per month with mentors

Photos: RebelleCon; SVA staff
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total number of programs
(members + the community)

REVENUE

FUNDING

member companies
reported earning
revenue in 2019

54

17%

reported earning
$500K or more

$26.3M
total revenue

from
361% increase
2018 to 2019

$27M

total amount raised
in the past year

47%

member companies
raised capital

$54.6M
cumulative amount
members have raised

39%

received funds from angel investors
and/or venture capitalists

$1.23M
total amount CVA Angels
invested in 9 local companies

The SVA Difference
If we take a closer look at the
34 post-revenue companies who
were SVA members since 2018:

PLACE

185

founders + employees
use the space regularly

277

average # of
visitors per month
2018

2019

$12M

Total Revenue

$5.7M

Avg Revenue/
Member Company

$168K » $353K

»

110% revenue growth from 2018 to 2019!

14,144

cups of coffee
consumed
PARTNERSHIPS

$1.425M
WORKFORCE

454

FTE employees
employed by
member companies

$51,330

mean salary
in Richmond

$23.3M

economic impact of wages

cumulative
amount of AWS
credits 44 member
companies redeemed

76

individuals from 16 member
companies participated in
values-based leadership
training facilitated by InnerWill

MEDIA

107

number of times member companies
+ SVA were featured in the news

2,640

SVA newsletter
subscribers

3,989

SVA followers
on social media
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Member Companies

Mentors + Partners

Investors

We are proud to be home
to a talented group of
founders and their teams
whose high-growth
companies are setting
a new trajectory for
Virginia’s future.

Our mentors and
corporate partners provide
specialized guidance at
every stage in the startup
process, helping our
members face challenges
and find solutions.

Both active investors
offering guidance
and passive investors
providing funding are
essential to building
businesses that move our
Commonwealth forward.

Startup Virginia

People

Member Companies
We support startups from a diversity of industries with 46% led by underrepresented founders.

BY THE NUMBERS

78

member
companies

22
21
10
A shortlist of SVA member milestones highlighted by the media in 2019:
» AnswersNow raises $850,000
in a seed capital round.

» Naborforce closes $565,000
investment round.

» Babylon Micro-Farms raises
$2.3 million.

» OccasionGenius completes a
$2.15 million investment round.

» Buddy wins the People’s Choice Award
at Plug and Play Summer Summit.

» Root Virtual Reality wins $5,000
and first place in the inaugural VCU
Alumni Pitch Competition.

» Buddy and Roundtrip are named
Richmond Inno's 2019 Inno Blazers.
» Compiled is acquired by
KLDiscovery, a global provider
of electronic discovery,
information governance
and data recovery services.

Photos: JMU; Richmond Inno; SVA staff; VCU

» Fringe completes a $600,000
capital raise.
» Fringe, Kamana, Tablee, Terravive
and Trilogy Mentors named Startups
to Watch in 2020 by Richmond Inno.
» Kamana lands investment from the
Center for Innovative Technology (CIT).

» RoundlyX announces partnership
with Voyager Digital, a licensed
crypto-asset broker.
» Roundtrip closes a $5.1 million
Series A round and is awarded
rvAwesome Founder of the
Year award.
» Tablee receives investment from
Dominion Payroll founders and is
accepted into Chicago-based
Food Foundry Accelerator.
» Trilogy Mentors closes
pre-seed round of $835,000.

minority-led
companies
female-led
companies
veteran-led
companies

54

reported earning
revenue in '19

454

FTE employees
employed

$27M

fundraised in '19

7

companies
accepted into
Lighthouse Labs
Accelerator
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People

Mentors + Partners
Our mentors and partners provide member startups with pro bono expertise, pilot their
products, and facilitate vital connections that can dramatically impact their businesses.

As a vital part of our culture, we
hold mentors to the highest of
standards. We select individuals
who have the professional
credentials, as well as the time
and passion to devote to our
members. Our mentors are
either a subject matter expert
in a specific area (e.g. finance,
marketing, sales, strategy,
technology, etc.), or have
experience in founding a startup.
We proactively resource
members’ needs and
strategically match members to
mentors and corporate partners
who have the expertise most
relevant to each individual
business or challenge.

average # mentor
hours/month

78%

members report
meeting with mentors

23%

members report
12+ hours/month
with mentors

46

strategic connections
between members and
corporate partners

Photos: RTD
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People

MEMBER + PARTNER
CONNECTIONS
SVA made 46 strategic connections
between members and our partners
in 2019. Below are a few examples:

Investors
Startup Virginia provides opportunities for angel
investors to meet with startups that are fundraising.

Navigation of the gig economy
insurance space
S.A.T., which provides on-demand
vehicle moves using rideshare drivers,
connected with Marsh & McClennan
to help them navigate their niche
insurance need and secure a more
competitive rate through the same
insurer as Uber, while also enhancing
the startup's credibility.

Technology architecture
documentation expertise
RoundlyX, a digital asset management
platform, connected with Capital One's
Director of Software Engineering,
Card Technology Servicing, who
provided invaluable expertise for the
startup on its technology architecture
documentation and planning.

Design guidance to improve
app user experience
Brandefy, an app that helps consumers
find affordable and effective beauty
products, regularly meets with a
designer and software solution expert at
SingleStone to identify ways to increase
customer engagement and enhance the
app's overall user experience.

In addition to collaborating with investor
groups around the region, SVA facilitates
CVA Angels, a local angel investor network.
We regularly host pitch events featuring
2-3 startups at varying stages of growth.
Through these events, accredited investors
provide valuable feedback to startups, and
we are able to directly connect startups with
potential investors.

$1.23M

Startup Virginia also provides member
companies with individualized fundraising
preparedness support, helping founders
refine pitches and pitch decks and educating
them on regional angel investor and venture
capital groups.

$5.7M

Total amount
CVA Angels
invested in 9 local
startups in 2019

Total amount
CVA Angels
has collectively
invested
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Member Programs

Community Engagement

Our member startups benefit from
startup-focused programming, including
workshops that address specific
business needs and holistic programs
that help founders develop leadership
skills, work on company culture, practice
mindfulness, and build community.

SVA’s programming is designed to have a
broad impact beyond our incubator. Our
9-week Entrepreneur Certificate Course
provides free education for those looking to
grow or start a new business, and Backstage
Pass brings the community together to hear
an entrepreneur's startup story.

Startup Virginia

Programs

Workshops for Members
We curate programs to meet the current business needs of our startups.

Fundraising 201: Raising a Seed
Round Efficiently with AWS
Mike Wilner, from the Early Stage
Startup team at Amazon Web
Services, talked to member founders
about how to strategize and prepare
for fundraising.

Pitch Deck Hothouse

Additional Workshop Topics:

Led by mentor John Polk, founders received one-on-one consulting on their pitch
decks from presentation experts in this day-long working session.

» Be Your Own Publicist
with Golden Word
» Get to Know the Center for
Innovative Technology (CIT)
» Influencer Marketing Strategy
» Building the Right Tech Strategy
with ThinkNimble
» Breaking Down Investor Funding
with Kaleo Legal (on previous page)

Opportunity Zones & Taxes
with Williams Mullen
Partner Jenny Conners took a deep
dive into federal tax programs
and incentives for startups (e.g.,
qualified small business stock and
Opportunity Zones) and guided
members through tax planning
considerations for companies
seeking investment.

Grow and Get Investors Fired Up
w/ Digital Marketing
with Workshop Digital
Brian Forrester, co-founder of
Workshop Digital, provided members
with a comprehensive digital
marketing overview, highlighting
relevant tools, as well as strategy and
budget considerations for startups.

EdTech, Sales,
Digital Marketing
Roundtables
These roundtables
provide members an opportunity
to meet regularly with others
in the community and leverage
collective knowledge to help
grow their startups.
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Programs

Holistic Programs for Members
In 2019, we launched new programs that go beyond our members' business needs.

BUILDING
COMMUNITY
SVA hosts fun events
to create opportunities
for the community to
meet new people and
develop relationships.

Values Based Leadership Training
Thanks to a grant from the Luck Companies Foundation, we launched leadership
development workshops led by the InnerWill Leadership Institute enabling
startup founders and their teams to increase self-understanding, enhance
communication, and develop an intentional company culture.

12

Founders Roundtables

Mindfulness 101 Sessions

Small groups of diverse founders
meet monthly to participate
in structured, confidential
discussions about the professional
and personal challenges of
operating a startup. The VA
Council of CEOs worked with
SVA to create the program and
provided training for the leaders.

Members met monthly to learn
about the benefits of mindfulness,
including stress reduction and
improved decision-making,
and participated in a guided
meditation. These sessions
were led by instructors from
The Innerwork Center.

Breakfast Club
This monthly meetup
encourages members
to meet and share ideas
and experiences while
enjoying breakfast.

SVA Socials
A monthly mixer
welcoming our members
and mentors to an
evening of connection
and conversation over
drinks on the rooftop.

Startup Virginia

Programs

Community Programs
Startup Virginia's programming is designed to have a broad impact beyond our incubator.

Entrepreneur Certificate Course
Our free, nine-week courses (offered spring
and fall) help individuals develop business
skills needed to grow or start a business.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

308

participants
in '19

Week 1: Define Your Idea
Week 2: Establish Your Value Proposition
Week 3: Validate Your Customer Acquisition Strategy
Week 4: Create Your Marketing & Sales Strategy
Week 5: Sales Tools for Startups
Week 6: Understand Startup Finance
Week 7: Develop Personnel and Legal Strategies
Week 8: Discover Funding Options in Virginia
Week 9: Design Your Pitch Deck

43%

females

50%

minorities

Backstage Pass
These events feature engaging entrepreneurs who share their startup journey.

TemperPack
Co-founders Brian Powers and
James McGoff told the story of how
they launched TemperPack to bring
innovation to thermal packaging
through sustainable design.

Hatch Kitchen RVA Panel
Barb Upchurch (The Apple Cart)
facilitated a panel of three food and
beverage-focused, female founders:
Michelle Parrish of Soul n' Vinegar,
Morgan Botwinick of Whisk and Scoop,
and Katie Williams of Navy Hill Tonic.

Kathleen King, founder of Tate's Bake Shop
Thanks to SunTrust, Kathleen came to share her
inspiring startup story. Tate's was sold in 2018 to
the maker of Oreo and Chips Ahoy, for $500 million.

CarLotz
Co-founders Will Boland, Michael Bor,
and Aaron Montgomery shared how
they built a used vehicle consignment
and retail remarketing business.
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Startup Virginia

1717 Innovation Center
Startup Virginia moved into the 1717
Innovation Center in March 2018, as
the lead tenant and utilizes the building
for educational programming, events,
offices, and open workspace for our
member companies.

14

Located in historic downtown Richmond,
the 100-year-old former tobacco warehouse
offers 42,000 sq. ft. of space, is also home to
Lighthouse Labs, and acts as a central hub
where members and the greater entrepreneurial
community can connect and collaborate.

Startup Virginia

Place

Notable Visitors
In addition to our monthly tours, Startup Virginia attracts
many guests eager to learn more about our incubator.
Organizations:
» Center for Innovative
Technology (CIT)
» Excellence in Government
Fellows Program, Partnership
for Public Service
» Goodwill of Central and
Coastal VA
» HackCville
» Japan External Trade
Organization (JETRO)

Student Groups:

First Lady of Virginia, Pamela Northam
The First Lady visited Lighthouse Labs and Startup Virginia to learn about the
innovative work our EdTech companies are doing.

» Cochrane Summer Economic
Institute, in partnership with
Collegiate School
» James Madison University
» Meadowbrook Academy for
Developing Entrepreneurs
(MADE)
» Steward School externship
» Tucker High School
» University of Richmond
» UVA iLab Cohort
» VCU Accelerator

Center for American
Entrepreneurship
John Dearie, president
of the CAE, met with
founders to discuss
the obstacles they
face as entrepreneurs.
The CAE is a research,
policy, and advocacy
organization whose
mission is to educate/
engage policymakers to
support entrepreneurs.

StartupBus

Kristina Heinze

A fun group of
"buspreneurs" from D.C.
– who were challenged
with creating a new
startup in 72 hours –
made their first stop
at Startup Virginia.
The group (who had
just met hours earlier)
pitched their concepts
to our founders for
feedback.

The partner/co-founder
of ParkerGale Capital
provided insight into the
private equity space.
The firm has a $375M
fund that focuses on
investing in profitable,
founder-owned
technology companies.
We're thankful to The
MacLaurin Group for
making this happen!

» VCU ASPiRE, Center for
Community Engagement
and Impact
» VCU Brandcenter
» VMI Entrepreneurship Club
» Virginia Tech E-Club Treks
(entrepreneur club)
» William & Mary

And Nutzy!
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Why SVA?

Startup Virginia

Startup Success Starts Here
Startup Virginia is well-positioned to build on
the entrepreneurial momentum in Richmond
and continues to cultivate a community that
provides early-stage companies with the
essential support needed to thrive.

16
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Case for Support

Value Propositions
Value Proposition #1

Business incubators drive economic growth and job creation.
With our incubated member companies employing a
workforce of 454 FTE employees, we are able to add to the
local economy, the tax base of the city, and the skilled labor
market. If you extrapolate the mean salary of Richmond to
the number of employees from our members, we are adding
$23.3M to our local economy.

# of Member Companies

78

# of FTE Employees

454

Mean Salary of Richmond, VA*
Economic Impact of Wages

$51,300
$23,290,200
*Bureau of Labor Statistics

Value Proposition #2

Startup Virginia answers a demand for entrepreneurial support.
Our membership and community participation continues to
grow with entrepreneurs seeking the resources we provide.
Our mentors volunteer over 230 mentor hours/month. In 2019,
our programs attracted over 2,300 attendees, including
308 Entrepreneur Certificate Course participants. Our member
companies are also actively fundraising, with 47% of them raising
capital in 2019. We also facilitate funding opportunities through
our CVA Angels network, which invested a total of $1.23M in nine
local startups last year, and has collectively invested over $5.7M.

116

2,351

2,863

308

attendees

programs

total mentor
hours

Entrepreneur
Certificate Course
participants

Value Proposition #3

Business incubators create a high-functioning ecosystem
that will create and sustain new businesses.
Research demonstrates that entrepreneurship drives
economies by empowering individuals, improving standards
of living throughout a community, and creating jobs, wealth,
and innovation. In fact, new and young companies account
for virtually all net new job creation in the U.S.1 By investing
in a business incubator, these economy-driving startups will
be better connected to quality resources and support, and
will have significantly increased rates of success.

126
2,409

Total number of companies
SVA helped in 2019
Total number of entrepreneurs
SVA helped in 2019

John Haltiwanger, Ron Jarmin, and Javier Miranda, “Business Dynamics Statistics Briefing: Jobs Created from Business Start-Ups in the United States,”
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, 2009. See also “Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Building Playbook 3.0,” Ewing Marion, Kauffman Foundation, 2019.
1
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Case for Support

Strategic Goals
2020-2022
We recognize the
importance of setting
long-term goals to
ensure our success.

1

Help startups grow faster and smarter
than they would on their own.
» Establish a comprehensive framework for
member success.
» Strengthen and enhance our programming model.
» Leverage a growing mentor and partner network.

2

3

Anchor Richmond’s identity as startup hub,
and enhance Virginia’s position as a
high-growth startup destination.

Solidify our business operations,
strengthen our sustainability, and
increase our capacity to serve members.

» Collaborate with Richmond’s broader entrepreneurial
ecosystem to build a more vibrant startup community.

» Develop our operational infrastructure.

» Amplify our brand and the success of our
member startups at a regional and national level.

» Develop and deploy a balanced fundraising
and investment strategy.

» Participate with organizations to catalyze
innovative business growth and investment
throughout Virginia.
Photos: RTD; SVA staff
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Startup Virginia

Invest in Innovation
Your support is essential to our ability to
accelerate the pace of growth for our member
companies and the entire entrepreneurial
community. A report from The International
Business Innovation Association indicates

that $1 of public investment in an incubator
equals $30 in local tax revenue from alumni
and member companies. Your investment in
SVA will resound loudly in the region and its
economic health.

19
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Individual Donors

Support the Annual Fund
Gifts to SVA's Annual Fund will help anchor Richmond’s identity as a startup hub,
and enhance Virginia’s position as a startup destination.
THANKS TO OUR
ANNUAL DONORS
Innovator's Club ($2,500+)
» Karen Booth Adams
» Tennille & Shawn Boyer
» Brian Brown
» Jamie Christensen
» Tanya & Brad Cummings
» Virginia & Larry Eiben
» John Fernandez
» Krissy Gathright
» John Kemper
» Justin Knight
» Will Loving

Innovator's Club

» Jill & Andy Stefanovich

Annual calendar year contribution of $2,500+

» Jim Ukrop

The Innovator's Club donors are a group of visionaries committed to supporting
the mission of connecting entrepreneurs to the resources they need to create,
launch, and grow businesses.

Champion ($1,000+)
» Mark Morton

Individual Benefits:

» Eddie & Tricia Phillips

» Invitations to Innovator's Club events + annual donor reception
» Invitations to all SVA events including our monthly socials

Investor ($999 & Below)

» Name recognition on SVA's website and the annual impact report

» Sarah Abubaker

» Helping SVA deliver our mission by providing funding for entrepreneurs to
participate in programming

» Barrett Clark

» Opportunities to engage and mentor SVA's member companies

» Chip Gerstenmaier

» Endowment support for long-term sustainability

» Michael Grow

Founder's Circle

» David Gallagher

Gift or pledge of $25,000+ (paid within 5 years)

The Founder’s Circle are individuals who recognize the
importance of entrepreneurship in Richmond, believe in
Startup Virginia’s mission, and are instrumental in the
success of our organization. Benefits include everything
listed above, plus a permanent placard at the 1717
Innovation Center and recognition on SVA's website.
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» Sandy Williamson

Founder's Circle Members:
Karen Booth Adams, Bryan Bostic, Brad Cummings,
Jim Dotter, Larry Eiben, Andy Frank, John Kemper,
Justin Knight, Will Loving, Keith Middleton,
Bob Mooney, Rich Reinecke, Jim Ukrop,
Sandy Williamson, and Ting Xu.

Startup Virginia

Corporate Donors

Become an SVA Partner
Partnering with us gives businesses the chance to engage with high-growth startups and
support innovation through skills-based volunteerism. By providing expertise and annual
funding, together we can build a more vibrant startup community.
With gratitude, we acknowledge the generosity of our current SVA Partners.
Founding Partners
($100K+)

SVA Partners
$25,000+

$10,000+

The Massey
Foundation

$5,000+

$2,500+

SingleStone

TowneBank Foundation

West Creek Financial

Woods Rogers

National Partners
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Corporate Donors

SVA Partner Benefits
GIVING LEVEL

$10,000+

$5,000+

1 placard

3-yr pledge

5-yr pledge

X

X

X

X

Logo

Logo

Logo

Logo

A custom, skills-based volunteer opportunity
for your employees to mentor/coach startups

X

X

Access to startups through exclusive experiences
alongside other leaders in SVA’s network, including
skills-based mentoring and networking opportunities

X

X

X

X

Share your professional expertise by delivering
Lunch n’ Learns or workshops at SVA

X

X

X

X

Custom program with tour and light reception at 1717
(based on availability) for employees and clients

X

X

Opportunity to participate in cross-functional events
with other SVA partners

X

X

4x/yr

2x/yr

1x/yr

Invitation to participate in exclusive donor events

X

X

X

X

X

Invitation to annual donor reception

X

X

X

X

X

Leverage space at SVA for executive retreats

X

X

Access to SVA’s open workspace for approved teams

X

X

X

Unlimited

5x/yr

3x/yr

1x/yr

Quarterly donor email updates

X

X

X

X

Annual impact report on use of your funds

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(based on annual contribution) >>

$100,000+

$25,000+

X

X

2 placards

$2,500+

Brand Recognition
Speak/announce at any Startup Virginia event
Permanent placard at the 1717 Innovation Center
Recognition on SVA's e-newsletter communications
Recognition on SVA's website and annual report

Name only

Startup Engagement

Programming

Collaborate with SVA on full-day program(s)
for your employees (up to 70 people)

1717 Space Usage (based on availability)

Meeting space at SVA's office for up to 12 people

Communications

Other
Representative on SVA's Board of Directors

X

Ability to nominate an SVA Advisory Council member

X

X

X

Option of allocating 5% of your donation towards
SVA’s diversity and inclusion scholarship fund

X

X

X

Endowment support for SVA’s long-term sustainability

X

X

X

Corporate levels and benefits listed are examples of some of the ways your organization can leverage
its partnership with Startup Virginia. We would be happy to customize a plan for your organization.
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SVA Leadership
Board of Directors

Brad Cummings

Karen Booth Adams

Bryan Bostic

Chair, Managing Partner,
Trolley Venture Partners

CEO, Hot Technology Holdings

CEO, Visual Workforce

Krissy Gathright

Will Loving

Maria Pahuja

COO, Board Member,
Apple Hospitality REIT

CEO, Servos

Founder, Vayas

Carrie Roth

Jay Sanne

President & CEO,
Activation Capital

Managing Vice President &
CTO, Card, Capital One

Richard Wintsch

Noelle James

Executive Director

Director of Startup Growth

Sonia O'Malley

Erica Babcock

Programs Manager

Marketing & Operations Manager

Staff
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Get Involved
Ready to join the Startup Virginia community?
Apply for Membership
If you think your business has what it takes to be a game-changer,
apply to be a member and let's get started. To review the criteria
and options for membership, and to submit an application, visit
startupvirginia.org/membership-application.

Apply to be a Mentor
We are looking for volunteers with specific backgrounds and
areas of expertise that meet the current needs of our high-growth
startups. To learn more and to submit an application, visit
startupvirginia.org/mentor-application.

Join CVA Angels
Are you an accredited investor looking to connect with startups?
Join our investor network and receive invitations to pitch events,
socials, and education workshops. Join our newsletter list at
startupvirginia.org/investor-application.

Become a Donor or Corporate Partner
Join the group of visionaries committed to supporting the
mission of connecting entrepreneurs to the resources they need
to create, launch, and grow businesses. To learn more, visit
startupvirginia.org/support.

STARTUP VIRGINIA
1717 E. Cary St, Richmond, VA 23223
startupvirginia.org
contact@startupvirginia.org

Let’s get started.

